amazon com practice makes perfect basic japanese - learn the japanese you need gain the language skills you want practice makes perfect basic japanese is your trusted companion to your japanese learning experience each chapter focuses on key grammar concepts and essential vocabulary which are accompanied by helpful clear examples, japanese composition notebook for language study with - these are perfect for practicing kana and kanji flexible but not totally floppy 8 5x1 1x0 25 covers are thick enough to be useful without being too stiff to interfere with writing and both covers have a space for writing your name course work title etc so you can use the book right to left or left to right your choice, choosing the best beginner japanese textbook for you - reference books textbooks can only cover so much they give you a solid foundation in japanese so you can go out into the wild with the tools to learn all the other little things that exist in the language and culture these tools should consist of vocabulary grammar syntax and some kanji too, learn hiragana tofugu s ultimate guide - to learn hiragana is to create a foundation for the rest of your japanese by learning hiragana you will learn the basics of japanese pronunciation it will also open doors in terms of the japanese resources you can use there are no good japanese textbooks or learning resources that don t, how to learn kanji in 10 steps japanese rule of 7 - wow that s pretty much the perfect comment thanks for that certainly you can succeed in learning japanese it s all about establishing a steady pace and just sticking to it every day, japanese ranguage tv tropes - exactly why the creators of romanization decided to just use rs for everything is a mystery for the ages there are other pairs in japanese like this such as v and b h and f etc likewise there s no sound for th in japanese so s sounds are used instead